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Introduction

INTRODUCTION
EXTERNAL AND INTERNAL CHALLENGES

External Challenges—Policing an Angry and
Frustrated America
Historically, law enforcement has always been tasked with dealing with change in
our society. The first police departments w
 ere created to deal with the “immigrant
problems” of the 1800s—at that time the German, Irish, and Italian newcomers. Other
issues such as Prohibition, gangs/organized crime as well as civil rights and anti-war
demonstrations would also put law enforcement at the forefront of dealing with change
and the consequential crime and social issues. Though t hese demands have changed to
some degree, law enforcement as “first responders” w
 ill continue to be on the front line
of American evolution and the problems associated with that change.
Though some of t hese current social and crime issues are the same as those in
the past, many believe law enforcement has recently been forced to deal with a
culture where these problems are more complex and pervasive. The United States
is undergoing changes that may be more dramatic than any time before in its history. Few would disagree that the country is more polarized over such issues as law
enforcement’s use of force, racism, and politics. Not only is there traditional predatory crime committed by a small number of offenders, but now we are seeing more
spontaneous and often catastrophic crime. These acts of violence are by individuals
or groups who are characterized as angry—at individuals or at life in general. The
rise of seemingly random acts of violence are now a significant source of crime in
America. Riots, school/mass shootings, spontaneous violence associated with road
rage or a s imple disagreement over a parking place have become so common -the
American public has become desensitized to them.
Drug and alcohol problems have been a problem throughout history but as with
violence, these problems now likely affect a greater percentage of Americans. In
2021 alone, more than 100,000 Americans died of drug overdoses, more than the
number of deaths of American soldiers in wars during the last 50 years. Mental
health problems have also increased not only in number, but also in their factor
upon American crime and criminal justice. American jails and prison have a significant percentage of their inmate population that are related to mental health. The
general population of the United States is also affected to a significant degree by
depression, anxiety, and a host of mental health problems.
Why is the country that produced the “Greatest Generation” that arose to
deal with the global challenges of World War II now seem to be plagued by
serious internal problems which dominate our current way of life—as well
as make the role of law enforcement so complicated? What factors led to
this change?
—-1
—0
—+1
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LAW ENFORCEMENT LEADERSHIP IN THE MIDST OF CHANGE

The Internal Response to The Operational Mission
and Challenges Within the American Culture
Operational Law Enforcement
How does law enforcement respond to t hese external challenges? Based on data
associated with law enforcement contacts with the public and the criminal ele
ment, seemingly quite well. We now have the best educated, trained law enforcement personnel in history. The operational law enforcement culture can h
 andle
tasks as s imple as a traffic ticket to the complexity of an active shooter situation in
a remarkably skilled and professional manner. As we shall see in upcoming chapters, a significant majority of operational personnel are effective in their job. They
are driven by a mission and a professional identity that compels them to perform
their duties in a professional and courageous manner. This mission also develops
strong feelings and devotion for the other members of the law enforcement profession. How did individuals who grew up in the troubled American culture
plagued with such serious interpersonal challenges, addiction and depression problems become effective as police officers, deputies, e
 tc.? How did we
change them for the better after they entered law enforcement?

Problem Employees
There are among those operational personnel who also seem to change for the
worse as they progress throughout their careers. When they raised their right hand
to become sworn into this profession, their demeanor was one of excitement and pride
and as they began their career and were highly motivated and productive. Several
years later, this positive attitude may change. They may become cynical and angry
and though many of them may still perform their operational mission, their attitude has become toxic. A small portion of them seem to lose their way in a dramatic
fashion and become problem and disgruntled employees. This change of attitude can
digress to a change of behavior where they may become unproductive, unethical,
violent, and involved in criminal behavior. How did some law enforcement personnel go from being motivated and effective, to angry and ineffective?

Law Enforcement Supervisors and Managers

-1—
0—
+1—

Some effective operational personnel also change when they are promoted. After
promotion to sergeants and lieutenants, they seem to lose their effectiveness in their
new and different role as supervisors and managers. This change in thinking and
behavior usually results in them transitioning from being effective as operational
personnel to individuals who do not perform well in their new roles. Is that last
sentence an overstatement? Though most managers w
 ere effective in the operational
mission, when promoted they seem to go through a transition in both their thinking
and in the performance of their duties. Many supervisors and managers mentally
transition from their identity as a member of the law enforcement operational mission to one that seems detached from both this mission and their former peers.
Two ways we see this change of thinking and behavior are regarding dealing
with situations and problems, and in proactive communication. As a police officer,
deputy, or trooper they would rarely fail to deal with a domestic violence situation or ignore an intoxicated driver g
 oing twenty miles over the speed limit. These
same individuals as supervisors and managers, however, often ignore the behav
iors of habitual problem employees or seem reluctant to make difficult personnel
decisions. The most common complaint concerning law enforcement managers is
their unwillingness to deal with personnel issues or make decisions, a critical

2
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role of both management and leadership. How did decisive operational personnel
become averse to dealing with problems at the management level.
Before promotion, operational personnel 
were 
adept in engaging perfect
strangers, talking to an emotionally disturbed individual, and attempting conflict
resolution in a dispute on the street. They often spent time with their colleagues
and w
 ere relationally close to coworkers. Now as a supervisor and manager, contact with both the public and with their former colleagues is minimal. The second
most common complaint about managers is their failure to consistently communicate and engage operational personnel.
In summary, supervisors and managers often change in their willingness to
use the skills they clearly demonstrated at the operational level, when they are
promoted. These two skills are critical at the management level but are seldom
practiced within the law enforcement organizational culture. What f actors have
caused managers to go from effective and engaging operational personnel,
to supervisors and managers who rarely seem to lead by making decisions
or by communicating?
For much of my thirty plus years of leadership training, I have always started
my presentations with the question: “What percentage of managers in your
career were leaders?” As you reflect on your own career -how would you answer
that question? Would it be 80 percent, or 65, or 50? The most common number I
have heard from thousands of cops and managers is 10 percent or less. Your answer
may be higher, if so, you w
 ere more fortunate than many of your colleagues. This
overall negative perception about a lack of leadership among of supervisors and
managers is consistent at the federal, state, or local law enforcement agencies in
every part of the country. I have also received similar pessimistic responses from
the Moscow Police, and those who police in Great Britain, Australia, Botswana,
and many other countries. What happened to effective cops upon their promotion which now results in their failure to lead their former colleagues?

Introduction

Introduction

Goal of This Book
The goal of this book is to address why operational personnel are effective in
their job, but when promoted are rarely effective as leaders. Why do effective individuals from the operational level become indecisive, detached, and afraid to make
decisions? In a nutshell it is to attempt to answer the mathematical question:
Why do the 90 percent effective become the 90 percent ineffective when promoted?
This change is more perplexing given a f uture discussion that everyone intuitively
understands leadership. Though most managers understand the concepts of leadership, very few practice the basic skills of leadership. The purpose of this book is
to examine why this happens, and what we can do about it personally, within our
organizations, and within the law enforcement profession.
Personal Application: As we shall see in the following chapters—modeling is
one of the most powerful forms of training. With that in mind:
Describe the best leader you have seen in your own c
 areer. What were
their attitudes and beliefs and what w
 ere the behaviors and actions they used
to practice leadership? How did working for this person affect you and others
in the work group? What percentage of your supervisors and managers in your
career were effective leaders?
Describe the worst manager you have seen in your c
 areer. What were
their attitudes and beliefs as well as the behaviors and actions that made
them ineffective as managers, much less leaders. How did working for this
person affect you and others in the work group? What percentage of your
supervisors and managers in your c areer were ineffective as leaders?

3
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SECTION 1
WHAT MAKES PEOPLE EFFECTIVE OR
INEFFECTIVE?

Section 1

As we begin our discussion of the role of training to becoming and remaining
effective, let me use a personal case study which many of you might be able to
relate to.

CASE STUDY:
Training Children
We w
 ill use quotes from Solomon throughout the book. In the Book of Proverbs he
discusses and contrast individuals who are “wise” versus “foolish”. The most famous
quote from t hese collections of proverbs is “Train up a child in the way he should go,
and when they are older, they will not depart from it.” Another proverb states that
“foolishness is bound in the heart of a child, but the rod of discipline will drive it
from them.” Solomon assumes children are naturally foolish and must be trained to
be wise. With this context, let’s use a case study involving two of my grandchildren.
Jackson was my daughter’s first child and as a grandfather, I was more able to
observe his behavior from a more rational perspective than with my own c hildren.
When he was about two years old, I took him to a playground and spent 30 minutes
or so pushing him on a swing. When it was time to leave, he was nonverbally clearly
unhappy with my decision and as I carried him to my car, he kept mumbling the
word “elbow”. I was not sure why he kept repeating this word u
 ntil I got him home.
My d
 aughter explained to me he was trying to communicate that he wanted to put
his elbow in my face! This incident occurred about 14 years ago. Jackson’s youn
gest sister Eliza is currently four and given she is the seventh grandchild, I have
become somewhat experienced in dealing with children this age. Like Jackson when
he was her age, it is incredibly easy to get her upset by telling her “No”. She becomes
very frustrated and angry and, like her older brother at two, wants to do something
like putting an elbow in my face. It is no wonder a friend of mine describes little
children as “vipers in a diaper”. Solomon says children are naturally foolish and must
be trained to be wise.
To illustrate the need and goal for this training, Jackson is now 16 and has evolved
in his skills and attitude. He is generally unselfish and attempts to help others. He is
an excellent soccer player, and routinely tries to help his 7-year-old brother Weston
to become a soccer player as well. To help this be realistic and fair to Weston, Jackson
will play against Weston while r unning on his knees as a way of handicapping himself
and give his younger sibling a more appropriate opponent. Jackson has developed
these skills through training, modeling, and accountability. He has, at least for his age,
now become more “wise” and less foolish through skills development and socialization. These skills had to be trained through modeling, and accountability to correct

—-1
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LAW ENFORCEMENT LEADERSHIP IN THE MIDST OF CHANGE

his childish thinking and attitude. It has helped him to get along well with o
 thers and
become generally effective for his age.

Section 1

Eliza however still needs some work. Eliza is a normal minimally skilled four-
year-old child who believes the world revolves around her, which is “foolishness”. Why there is hope for Eliza amidst a changing society is there are some
principles which do not change. Eliza is a work in progress. This socialization
process has been instrumental in all cultures and throughout history in turning
“vipers in diapers” to young adults. For most of human history, every culture has
used training to create future adults who can function in society.

In the first few chapters of Section One we w
 ill lay the foundation of what “training” factors make p
 eople effective or ineffective. These factors can be divided into
two major themes. The first theme is grounded in the belief that there are three
aspects associated with training and the acquiring of skills. The second theme is
focused on how t hese factors of training impact our thinking and perceptions. After
defining these two themes and their criticality to become effective or ineffective,
we will then use Section Two to apply or test them and try to answer the questions we asked in the Introduction. This application of the factors of Section One
will be applied for three categories of p
 eople. The first case study w
 ill concern the
American culture and how the factors of training and socialization (or lack of t hese
factors) impact society and the operational challenges for law enforcement. The
second and third categories of application are associated with the American law
enforcement profession and its management culture. First, why do often ineffec
tive members of an American culture become effective law enforcement personnel?
Given the focus on leadership, we will then examine t hese factors to help us understand why many managers seem to fail to practice these positive skills when promoted to supervisors and managers. In Section Three we will apply t hese factors
and themes of Section One to help develop specific strategies on how to create and
maintain effective law enforcement leaders.
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